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What do Napoleon’s bath tub and Los Angeles’ “Bee-
hive” have in common? What connects the endless 
rooftop landscape of Paris with the grand structure of the 
Jewish Museum in Berlin? Without zinc as the material, 
none of this would look the way we know it. No doubt 
about it, zinc looks back on an interesting history of over 
200 years and has always been an aesthetic means of 
preserving our values. 

Star architects like Karl-Friedrich Schinkel (1781–1841) 
already recognised the practical features of zinc when 
used in construction. Today architects all over the world 
realise construction projects that display both the current 
zeitgeist and the technical development of zinc in their 
designs. Never before has the connection between zinc 
and architecture been as exciting as it is today.

This publication aims to point out a few facets of this thrill-
ing connection and to initiate discussion. It documents 
example best practises architects have applied in realis-
ing their visions using the RHEINZINK material; architects 
we have supported in the implementation of their ideas 
with individual solutions. 

But what is the fascination transmitted by this natural 
material? Why is it such a pleasure for building designers 
to work with it? What language of form, what aesthetics, 
and what functionality are at its core?

ZINCSPIRATION
THE RELATION BETWEEN ARCHTECTURE AND ZINC

The main reasons for the growing popularity of this natu-
ral material are its outstanding creativity, its model sus-
tainability and our holistic service. 

But at the beginning there is always an idea, a structural 
vision, an architectural fantasy or a solid concept of a 
new construction project. Follow your idea and let your 
creativity lead the way. We place our services at the dis-
posal of your idea and show you how to make use of 
RHEINZINK. These solutions are not only committed to 
aesthetics and profitability, but also meet the requirements 
of sustainability. 

The future of zinc has long since begun. “ZINCSPIRA-
TION” represents our effort to support and promote this 
development. We hope to draw your interest and look 
forward to your feedback, because while RHEINZINK 
can proudly look back on a successful past, it looks even 
more keenly towards the future.

We wish you great pleasure on reading this publication.
Let yourself be inspired!

Please refer to www.rheinzink.com and www.follow-your-inspiration.com for further exemplary solutions for dealing 
creativel with RHEINZINK.
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CREATIVE MATERIAL
 STEADFAST DIVERSITY

Expressing one‘s own personal style with individual architecture is every architect‘s aim. This requires the 
use of aesthetically compelling materials that make creativity possible. These are the outstanding advan-
tages the material RHEINZINK offers. Its great architectural charm is its diversity. A comprehensive range 
of roof and façade systems facilitates both traditional and individual solutions for every taste and style. 
The numerous fitting systems distinguish themselves thanks to the modern look and the aesthetics that 
RHEINZINK is known for. The ecological material is a model of flexibility and harmoniously adapts to 
any architectural environment. It captures creativity and still is independent of any zeitgeist.

RHEINZINK is available in three surface finishes: RHEINZINK-bright rolled develops a classic blue-grey 
appearance due to the patina that forms in the course of natural weathering. Meanwhile, RHEINZINK-
“preweatheredpro blue-grey” and RHEINZINK-“preweatheredpro graphite-grey” come delivered with the 
lasting, elegant appearance of a finished zinc patina. 

By choosing RHEINZINK for your roof or façade system you follow the example set by renowned archi-
tects from all over the world who have been using this material to express their use of form for decades. 
This way, you draw on aesthetic experience and still do not have to do without individual details. Your 
structural visions become a beautiful reality.

All RHEINZINK products come with multiple certifications and meet the current EURO regulations. The  
QUALITY ZINC seal of the TÜV Rheinland Group documents the extraordinary care in manufacturing 
and processing of RHEINZINK and a warranty that exceeds the legal requirements. The material‘s com-
pliance with ISO 14025 type III has been certified along with its environment protection certification in 
accordance with ISO 14001:2004 and quality management according to ISO 9001:2000. The IGEF 
quality seal guarantees protection from electro smog.

CREATIVE MATERIAL
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»the FormS Are mADe out oF unique 

AnD cleAr StructureS AnD A rAnge 

oF mAteriAlS thAt, when combineD, 

reSult in Architecture …« kim utzon

creAtiVe mAteriAl

The façade belongs to the parts of a building that have a 
significant influence on its general aesthetics. It is an 
important stylistic element in expressing corporate cul-
ture, zeitgeist and individuality. A façade’s individual 
design is the ideal means of communicating corporate 
values. The natural material RHEINZINK is the perfect 
tool for implementing corporate architecture, a feature 
that is becoming more and more important. It is compel-
ling in its special aesthetics, its maintenance-free life-
cycle and its exemplary ecological record. 

in the rural area of upper Austria, on the top of a hill, a 
structural piece of art was created: the administration 
building of a manufacturer of fire protection doors looks 
like a creative gift from heaven, a vision that became real-
ity. the semi-circular structure lies quietly on slim pillars 
along a country road. the side facing the street is covered 
by light grey rail gravel and six tree tops. the look of the 
building is marked by its wide front with five different win-
dow sizes, as well as by rheinzink-Flat-lock tiles in a 

“preweatheredpro graphite-grey”-covered façade. the 
different window sizes integrated into the shape and  
longevity of the flat-lock tile façade appear lively and 
dynamic. these are adjectives that not only describe the 
building, but also the company situated here. 

Communicating design features 
metal, the production material of the manufacturer’s own 
products, needed to be a significant design feature in the 
new construction of the administration building of ei2 pro-
tector gmbh. the new building was to communicate the 
company’s values through its façade: technical know-
how, conscious use of material, innovation and perfec-
tion. the result is quite impressive. the independent archi-
tecture of the building and the smart use of material set an 
example and enable employees and customers to strong-
ly identify with the company. the realised rheinzink 
façade sheathing is as much a practical work facility as it 
is a harmonious and modern symphony of light and  
shadow with lines and surfaces in slate grey. the range

An eYe-cAtching FAçADe
A StructurAl piece oF Art AS An ADminiStrAtion builDing



kim utzon
Architect, copenhAgen

kim utzon was born on January 1, 1957 in helsingør, Denmark. 
From 1976 on, he went to high school in zurich, Switzerland and 
after that started his studies in architecture at the royal Danish Aca-
demy of Fine Arts in copenhagen. Following his graduation, he 
worked at various Danish architecture offices before becoming a 
partner at utzon & Associates. the following year, kim utzon 
already opened up his own office in copenhagen. 

the creative architect and son of the renowned architect Jørn  
utzon has since implemented a number of prestigious objects, par-
ticularly in Scandinavia. he also teaches at the royal Danish Aca-
demy of Fine Arts, at the School of Architecture in copenhagen and 
at the School of Architecture in Aarhus, Denmark. objects like the 
Yacht club copenhagen, the museum in Skagen, the Dunker cul-
ture centre in helsingborg (Sweden), the Arts museum in Vejle 
(Denmark), the tivoli conference centre in copenhagen and vari-
ous hotels and apartment buildings bear his name. kim utzon is an 
honorary member of the Association of german Architects and has 
received the eckersberg medal for Architecture by the royal Danish 
Academy of Fine Arts.

kim utzon talks about the importance of architecture

The most important part of architecture is creating a dignified envi-
ronment for human life. 

As an architect it is important to pay special attention to the influ-
ence buildings around us may have on people. And we are not only 
talking about the influence they have on the people who use or live 
in them, but also on those who merely pass them on the street. This 
requires a delicate sense of perception. 

Ideally, we as architects have the great chance to create an envi-
ronment that in its own special way enables us to make people 
happy. Good architecture can create a mood that can be compared 
to a piece of music: a mood that moves and can even bring tears to 
your eyes. 

Within our architectural work we have the chance to have a positive 
effect on our environment. This chance is, at the same time, our 
greatest challenge and a huge responsibility for us. 

We make use of all our experience and all our impressions when 
we are on our quest for true, great and meaningful architecture. 
Doing so, we keep in mind details like the natural light shining 
through a small church window just as we do not lose sight of the 
mundane aesthetics of a steel construction or the natural decay of a 
material whose patina is made to tell a story. With diligence and a 
little luck our architectural work can contribute to providing people 
with a better, more colourful life. 

In all of the buildings we design we aim to create room for the spe-
cial functions the owner wishes to have. The forms are made out of 
unique and clear structures and a range of materials that when com-
bined create architecture that through patination becomes even 
more beautiful with time. 

Architecture is made out of space, construction and materials meant 
to provide us and our descendants with an environmentally compat-
ible future. It is our goal to realise buildings that are beyond any 
zeitgeist and that are still used by people a hundred years later. 
Especially in times of constant change we should particularly focus 
our attention on creating buildings that enrich people and their lives 
for the long term.
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An eYe-cAtching FAçADe
A StructurAl piece oF Art AS An ADminiStrAtion builDing



and vitality of this velvety surface, its colour changing 
depending on the sun‘s position and the viewer‘s per-
spective are truly impressive. 

Invest in architecture and construction culture 
The basic structures of the new administration building 
were designed by the two company founders themselves. 
The house fascinates with its design, functionality and sus-
tainable planning. Thanks to its extensive planning and 
holistic approach, the costs for construction – about  
1 million euros for approximately 300 m² of effective sur-
face – are considered to be a sustainable investment.

Project:
Ei2 Protector GmbH, Ottnang, Austria

Owner:
Ei2 Protector GmbH, Ottnang, Austria

Planning and management:
Dipl.-Ing. Alfred Berghofer, Linz, Austria

RHEINZINK work conducted by:
Innocente GmbH KG, Vorchdorf, Austria

Technical data:
Façade: 350 m2, 3.6 t, RHEINZINK-“preweatheredpro 
graphite-grey“, flat-lock tiles system

CREATIVE MATERIAL
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A façade to turn heads
The façade was artistically designed using RHEINZINK-
Flat-lock tiles and is reminiscent of Piet Mondrian‘s works. 
The beauty and harmony of Mondrian‘s paintings are 
achieved in a very clear way and method through the 
even balance of lines and surfaces. The design resolution 
of the façade surface is accomplished with the specific 
combination of different tile sizes and various window 
formats. The clear horizontal fasteners, whose lines con-
tinue seamlessly to the corners of the building; the precise 
folding; the technically clean window finishes; and the 
back ventilation, visible from below and integrated as 
design elements give this building a consistent and flaw-
less appearance.

Even though the architect only specified key points for the 
design, quality tinsmith company Innocente GmbH KG 
implemented the flamboyant RHEINZINK façade surface 
with excellent craftsmanship. The result is a creative and 
technically functioning solution that at very first sight can 
be identified as a piece of art. 

The team from the architecture office of Dipl.-Ing. Alfred 
Berghofer from Linz, Austria appreciates the wide range 
of creative potential made possible by RHEINZINK-Flat-
lock tiles. The owner, the architect and the participating 
workers all agree that the new administration building 
has, thanks to its RHEINZINK façade surface, not only 
become the company‘s business card, but that its func-
tionality and sustainability are also perfectly aligned. It 
represents a great example of creative and sustainable 
construction.

CREATIVE MATERIAL



FREEDOM OF ARCHITECTURE
VISION AND REALITY: “THE BEEHIVE”
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The architect Eric Owen Moss changed the southern dis-
trict of Culver City in his home town of Los Angeles from 
a deserted industrial area into a lively quarter of the 
New Economy. This exemplary city sanitation project 
was also realised due to a city administration willing to 
experiment. 

In the 1930s, Culver City was home of the big film stu-
dios. When Samitaur-Smith invested there in the 1980s, the 
warehouses and workshops were deserted and land was 
accordingly cheap. Eric Owen Moss was commissioned 
to re-design an area spanning 40,000 m². Since then, he 
has “enchanted” over a dozen buildings. The entrance 
sign of this stage for architectural rarities could say “Free-
dom of Architecture”. Here, freedom of mind predomi-
nates and according to the theory of the constructor does 
not allow for symmetric structures. Eric Owen Moss dared 
to kick off a revolution in architecture. His works are 
marked by his experimental way of using materials.

The “Beehive” – far more than a mere symbol 
The jewel among the many excellent buildings is the “Bee-
hive”, a project implemented according to the idea of the 
“turnover”. Time and again, architects and artists have imi-
tated the outside and structure of the beehive. Like Gaudi, 
Mies van der Rohe and Le Corbusier before him, Moss also 
dealt with the forms and function of a beehive. He con-
structed his “Beehive” to be a modern office and confer-
ence centre; a sculpture that stands for the static and dyna-
mic, work and sociability, organisation and transformation. 

A functional sculpture 
The base frame of the “Beehive” is made out of four 
eccentric steel pillars. On top of this vertical border line, 
horizontal steel tyres were concentrically fastened. This 
created the characteristic look of a beehive. The resulting 
basket is covered by RHEINZINK-Panels that follow its 
form. Extraordinary and perfect in its form, RHEINZINK 
also presents itself on the inside walls of the conference 
room as a design element. The “Beehive” is a figure that 
changes depending on daylight and the angle of per-
spective. It is a sculpture that has a function and is meant 
to last forever. For this reason, the requirements were set 
high on which materials to use. 

Aesthetics and profitability
Like Eric Owen Moss explains, he chose the RHEINZINK 
material for aesthetic reasons as much as efficiency. He 
directed the façade towards the California sun because 
the natural interplay with the sun’s rays emphasises the 
pure beauty of RHEINZINK and completes the “Beehive”  
as a work of art. The protection, the sustainability, the fact 
that there is no need for maintenance, the excellent tech-
nical support by the RHEINZINK applications engineers 
as well as high flexibility were key points that led to this  
decision. Each RHEINZINK panel of the “Beehive” was 
custom-tailored. Since the material is easily cut and 
shaped, the process was smooth and extremely cost-
effective. The experience in Los Angeles shows that using 
RHEINZINK makes the implementation of simple as well 
as complex solutions possible.

Project: 
Office building “Beehive”, Culver City, CA, USA

Owner: 
Samitaur Constructs, Culver City, CA, USA
Peter Brown, Sales Representative, Tim Brown
General Director

Architect: 
Eric Owen Moss Architects, Culver City, CA, USA

RHEINZINK work conducted by:
Crowner Sheet Metal, Baldwin Park, CA, USA

Technical data:
Façade: outside wall: 56 m2, RHEINZINK-
“preweatheredpro blue-grey”, flat-lock tile system
Interior trim: 56 m2, RHEINZINK-“preweatheredpro  
blue-grey”, flat-lock tiles system

CREATIVE MATERIAL
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NATURALLY SUSTAINABLE
 MADE FOR GENERATIONS

Ever since the latest climate report, topics like environment protection and sustainability have become a 
key topic worldwide. Words like ecological construction, passive-house standards, CO2 and energy 
efficiency can be heard everywhere. This means that the use of sustainable materials is becoming more 
important and ecological construction is evolving into the standard for the years ahead. In this context, 
the use of the material zinc becomes more and more important. It is a natural element of our environment, 
an element of life. For decades, it has played a key role in the international architecture scene as the key 
substance in the natural material RHEINZINK. An alloy of 99.995 %-pure refined zinc and exactly 
defined parts of titanium and copper, it has included what others are only now discovering and calling an 
innovation for over 40 years.

RHEINZINK makes it easy to fulfil the requirements of sustainable building. Ecological standards were set 
when extracting and processing the raw material: With low CO2 emissions during manufacturing and thus 
very little energy needed during production, RHEINZINK is a light-weight among construction metals. Roof-
ing, façade cladding, roof drainage systems, and solar installations from RHEINZINK set standards with 
their remarkable lifecycle which spans many generations. They require neither maintenance nor upkeep 
and are 100 % recyclable. A protective zinc patina (zinc carbonate) created by natural weathering forms 
on the surface of the material and with time, scratches simply disappear.

Few materials have been praised as highly as RHEINZINK has for its ecological record, which is fully 
documented by its ECO product declaration in compliance with DIN ISO 14025, type III.

NATURALLY SUSTAINABLE



»… SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS ARE

THE FUTURE!« GÜNTHER DOMENIG
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An iSlAnD For our enVironment
the energY AcADemY SAmSØ

Denmark’s most beautiful ice age landscapes can be 
found on the Baltic Sea island Samsø. Especially the 
north-western part of the island is a real jewel. Here is 
the home of the Energy Academy Samsø – a building 
that symbolises visionary creativity that characterises 
the island. The complex, created on a beach meadow 
and consisting of two connected oblong houses fits the 
landscape perfectly. The precise form is a good contrast 
to the meadow that spans from the beach all the way to 
the building. The Energy Academy is a structure that, 
with help of its architectural consequence, became a 
grand centre for renewable energy; a modern classic 
par excellence.

nAturAllY SuStAinAble



gÜnther Domenig
Architect, grAz

günther Domenig was born on July 6, 1934 in klagenfurt, Aus-
tria. After elementary school during the war and high school later 
on, he went to an institution of higher technical education called 
höhere technische lehranstalt in Villach in 1948. From 1953 until 
1959 he studied architecture at the graz university of technology. 
After that, Domenig worked until 1964 as an architect in different 
offices in Austria and abroad. For ten years he worked together with 
eilfried huth before he opened up his own architecture offices in 
graz, klagenfurt and Vienna in the 1970s. Since 1987 he has had 
project partnerships in Austria and abroad. From 1980 until 2000 
he taught at the institute of building and energy at the graz univer-
sity of technology and was a popular visiting professor in Austria 
and abroad. numerous exhibitions have brought him, among other 
places, to cities like istanbul, warsaw, paris and Shanghai. Sev-
eral times, günther Domenig took part in the Venice biennale for 
Architecture. he received a vast number of prizes from the grand 
prix international d’urbanisme et d’Architecture in cannes and the  
golden pin of honour of the city of Vienna all the way to the grand  
Austrian State prize. he worked for the opera in graz various times  
in the field of “Stage Design and costumes”. Among his most impor  -
tant works are the educational Academy of graz, the city theatre in 
klagenfurt, the Documentation centre nazi party rally grounds in 
nuremberg and the hospital zell am See. günther Domenig par-
ticipated in the project hüttenberg-heft at the kärnten state exhibi-
tion and reached the tender finals of the bibliotheque de France in 
paris in 1989.

You have been working as an architect for almost fifty years. in your 
professional life, when did you first come into contact with the mate-
rial zinc?

My personal story with the material RHEINZINK goes back as far 
as the 1970s/1980s. I only really made use of RHEINZINK, 
though, during my project Hüttenberg- Heft, for the Kärnten state 
exhibition in 1995 and at the Arts Academy in Münster, Germany.

what led you to use zinc in construction? what fascinates you pri-
marily with this material to this day?

The material integrates itself easily and harmoniously into all kinds 
of environments. It has a good feel and a natural look. RHEINZINK 
creates harmony between steel and concrete which are my favour-
ite materials, and it ages elegantly.

often and more and more frequently, a positive eco-balance has 
become important. in what context do you see “ecological con-
struction”, and what role do issues like sustainability of your ideas 
and implementations play for you?

“Ecological Construction” becomes a more and more important  
guideline during the development of a building; only sustainable 
buildings have a future. That is my firm belief.

the process of pre-weathering developed by rheinzink created 
new visual possibilities for the usage of zinc for construction and for 
reaching a revolutionary effect. how do you see the field of appli-
cation for the material zinc when only looking at it from an aesthetic 
point of view? what future chances does the material have con-
cerning this aspect?

RHEINZINK offers a flexible field of application from an aesthetic as 
well as a functional point of view. RHEINZINK will also play an 
important role in the future.
.
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“Ecological Construction” becomes a more and more important  
guideline during the development of a building; only sustainable 
buildings have a future. That is my firm belief.

the process of pre-weathering developed by rheinzink created 
new visual possibilities for the usage of zinc for construction and for 
reaching a revolutionary effect. how do you see the field of appli-
cation for the material zinc when only looking at it from an aesthetic 
point of view? what future chances does the material have con-
cerning this aspect?

RHEINZINK offers a flexible field of application from an aesthetic as 
well as a functional point of view. RHEINZINK will also play an 
important role in the future.
.
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An iSlAnD For our enVironment
the energY AcADemY SAmSØ

Denmark’s most beautiful ice age landscapes can be 
found on the Baltic Sea island Samsø. Especially the 
north-western part of the island is a real jewel. Here is 
the home of the Energy Academy Samsø – a building 
that symbolises visionary creativity that characterises 
the island. The complex, created on a beach meadow 
and consisting of two connected oblong houses fits the 
landscape perfectly. The precise form is a good contrast 
to the meadow that spans from the beach all the way to 
the building. The Energy Academy is a structure that, 
with help of its architectural consequence, became a 
grand centre for renewable energy; a modern classic 
par excellence.

nAturAllY SuStAinAble



 

An ambitious goal
In 1997, the Danish Ministry of Energy and Environment 
appointed Samsø to be an “Island of Renewable Ener-
gy”. The grand task for the island was to advance in only 
ten years and by only using renewable energy to becom-
ing an island capable of providing its own energy supply 
from renewable resources without any outside help. An 
ambitious goal that has now been reached and for which 
Samsø has become a role model project inspiring scien-
tists all over the world. The centre of this vision described 
here is the Energy Academy built by the local craftsmen 
and officially inaugurated in 2007. 

Even though the implementation of the Energy Academy 
led to a relatively plain result, the amount of personal 
commitment of the team of architects in order to solve this 
demanding task is clearly recognisable. Fascinated by the 
strong will to become a pioneer in using renewable ener-
gy within a short amount of time, the small town of Samsø 
implemented some revolutionary ideas. 

Lars Kvist, the architect in charge of environmental issues, 
states: “It was important for us to design a building that 

creates an harmonious interplay with the landscape and 
finds its approval with all inhabitants of the island who 
participate in this energy project. No one asked for a 
futuristic and unfamiliar architecture, but much rather 
architecture that is inspired by our simple and characteris-
tically oblong houses.”

Tradition and inspiration 
The layout of the house consists of two long parts that are 
against each other by approximately half their length. 
This way, a big common room was created in the central 
part of the building. At the same time, a few clear-view 
and wind-protected outer rooms were defined. The lengths 
of the building, traditionally situated in the east and west, 
underline the smooth movement of the landscape from the 
centre to the coast.

Energetic pioneer performance
Since sustainability took centre stage in this project, the 
material was selected using the same criteria. The deci-
sion fell in favour of the natural RHEINZINK material. A 
fine choice not only for reasons of sustainability but also 
from a visual point of view.

NATURALLY SUSTAINABLE
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RHEINZINK was used for the roof – implementing vari-
ous solutions from the QUICK STEP product line (QUICK 
STEP – The RHEINZINK Stepped Roof, QUICK STEP-Solar 
PV and QUICK STEP-SolarThermie) – as well as for the 
gable and the façade. The relatively steep roof parts have 
a slant of 52 degrees, finishing in a long skylight at the 
top. The skylight also functions as an outlet for the natural 
ventilation. A total of 490 roof elements were installed; 
140 of those with an integrated RHEINZINK solar  
solution (either QUICK STEP-Solar PV or QUICK STEP-
SolarThermie).

This extensive RHEINZINK project was a complex task 
with various challenges. However, Hovedgård Blikken-
slagerforretning ApS did an excellent job, both in terms 
of craftmanship and aesthetics.

Construction manager Birgitte Fallesen of engineering 
agency Tækker Rådgivende Ingeniører A/S is pleased 
with the additional experience this project has yielded: 
“In terms of energy conservation, the building was con-
structed according to the relevant regulations. However, 
the goal of the building not reaching more than 75 % of 
the permitted energy expenditure lead to a ground-break-
ing achievement. We invested a lot of time to acquire the 
necessary know-how – but thanks to the high-quality 
materials and reliable partners, the project was a success. 
This building has all the qualities of a state-of-the-art pas-
sive house.”

Project: 
Samsø Energy Academy, Denmark

Owner: 
Samsø Energi- & Miljøkontor, Samsø, Denmark

Architect: 
Arkitema K/S, Århus C, Denmark

RHEINZINK work conducted by:
Hovedgård Blikkenslagerforretning ApS,
Hovedgård, Denmark

Technical data:
Roof: 500 m2, 10 t, RHEINZINK- “preweatheredpro 
blue-grey”, QUICK STEP – The RHEINZINK Stepped 
Roof, QUICK STEP-Solar PV, QUICK STEP-SolarThermie

NATURALLY SUSTAINABLE



Redeveloping and extending historic buildings is always 
a special challenge. And even more so, when the buil-
ding, situated in a high-profile area such as the centre of 
Vienna with its unique architecture, is meant to set new 
standards for modern-day living. For the roof extension 
of the building in Goethegasse 1, the natural RHEIN-
ZINK material once again proved to be the ideal choice 
for roof construction and drainage. This pioneering 
ecological material requires no maintenance, is highly 
compatible with other materials and emphasises the ar-
chitectural design. 

Goethegasse 1 is among the most exclusive locations in 
Austria‘s capital. Located vis-à-vis of the opera, Hofburg, 
Albertina and the castle gardens, and thus in the heart 
of the World Cultural Heritage city centre of Vienna, the 
building has been setting high architectural standards 
since its construction in 1862, even though it was partial-
ly destroyed during World War II. Understandably, the 
requirements for the roof extension were extensive. After 
a Europe-wide tender, silberpfeil-architekten, a dynamic 
young architecture agency from Vienna, won the contract 
with their ultramodern and trend-setting vision of a “dia-
logue with the historic surroundings”.

Futuristic architecture in historic dialogue
While the new look of the roof takes up the elements of 
the historic surroundings, they are interpreted in a new 

SHOWCASE PROJECT WITH 
OPTIMAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY
EXEMPLARY REDEVELOPMENT IN THE CENTRE OF VIENNA

and modern way. The leitmotif consists of a series of dif-
ferent arches, adapted to the requirements of the newly-
created flats and the structural features of the existing 
building. In the construction of the roof, form follows func-
tion. On the side facing the street, the roof allows specific 
views of historic Vienna. Towards the south, it opens up 
more and more, finally revealing the underlying skeletal 
structure. The tower structures of the historic building on 
Ringstraße were reinterpreted by the architects. Due to 
their high ceilings, they provide premium living space.

Realising the futuristic design of the roof posed substantial 
challenges. The architects had envisioned a horizontal 
segmentation of the roof areas. In barrel roofs with next so 
no slant, this can usually only be achieved through double 
lock standing seams. However, this type of roofing might 
have caused major irregularities and deformation of the 
roofing sheets, as well as problems with the longitudinal 
joints. Instead, a solution was found that guarantees the 
roof‘s tightness even with ice build-up and driving rain.

Futuristic design and functionality in a new size
The oversized RHEINZINK large rhombus opened a 
whole new world of possibilities for both the architects 
and the craftsmen who realised their ideas. Each of the 
6-m rhombuses features moulds on the front sides and 
grooves at the longitudinal joints, which ensures a secure fit 
of the individual water-proofing layers from crown to eave.
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In addition to offering a maximum of construction safety 
and flexibility, the RHEINZINK-Flat-lock tiles are also an 
eye-catcher. Thanks to the natural patination process, the 
even-coloured tiles made from preweathered material 
become a unique design element, adding a powerful note 
the modern and seemingly fragile outer skin of the object.

Project: 
Hanuschhof, residential and commercial building 
Goethegasse,Vienna, Austria

Owner: 
ART for ART Theaterservice Ges.m.b.H, Vienna, Austria

Architect: 
silberpfeil-architekten – Rogl Koblinger, Vienna, Austria

RHEINZINK work conducted by:
F. Kneisz Ges.m.b.H., Wien, Austria

Technical data:
Roof: RHEINZINK-“preweatheredpro blue-grey”,
flat-lock tile system, special format

NATURALLY SUSTAINABLE
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What use is the best material if it limits your creativity instead of enhancing it? What good is the cleverest 
idea if its implementation is not feasible? Our RHEINZINK material is a textbook example of flexibility – 
as is our support. From the first time we work together, we offer you a lot more; we want to play a vital 
role in realising your ideas. With custom-tailored solutions that stand the test of real-life application; solu-
tions that reflect the unique character of your project. Solutions, which not only take technical perfection 
and the complex structural requirements into account, but also satisfies your aesthetic needs. To help your 
ideas become ideal solutions, our distribution branches, engineering consultants, and master craftsmen 
are always standing by to lend their expertise as part of our comprehensive support. Our extensive sup-
port network guarantees quick and hassle-free assistance. For us, a comprehensive applications engi-
neering consulting on sustainable construction with RHEINZINK is as much a matter of course as custom-
tailored manufacturing. Even the most far-flung idea is a welcome challenge for us. The earlier you 
integrate us into your planning phase, the better.

Do you have a visionary idea and are looking for a practical solution for its realisation? Do you have 
questions about using our material? Are you looking for a reference object?

RHEINZINK is active in 30 countries and employs over 750 people. Enjoy the benefit of more than 40 
years of experience, giving you high-quality and highly durable products, excellent consulting services 
and exemplary support options.

EXEMPLARY SUPPORT
 HOW GOOD IDEAS BECOME GOOD SOLUTIONS

EXEMPLARY SUPPORT



»… A GREAT cHALLENGE wHIcH 

wAS FAcED wITH THE SUppoRT AND 

ExpERIENcE oF RHEINZINK.« DANIEL LIBESKIND
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eXemplArY Support

A technicAl AnD 
logiSticAl mASterpiece
tSchuggen bergoASe in AroSA



DAniel libeSkinD
Architect, new York

Daniel libeskind was born in lodz on may 12, 1946. At age 11, 
he emigrated together with his parents. in 1965, he first started 
studying music, and then arts and mathematics; in the same year he 
also became a uS citizen. At first, Daniel libeskind earned his living 
as a professional musician. but not much later, his interests moved 
toward architecture, and he took up studies at the cooper union for 
the Advancement of Science and Art in new York city. he gradu-
ated in 1970. After earning his doctorate in essex, england, in 
1972 Daniel libeskind taught at such prominent institutions as Yale 
and other universities in london, zurich, St. gallen (Switzerland), 
graz (Austria), karlsruhe, and lunenburg (both germany). in 1990 
he taught at harvard university and also at the university of califor-
nia in los Angeles (uclA).

he and his family have lived in new York since 2003. Daniel  
libeskind‘s incomparable architecture is characterised by a narra-
tive architectural vocabulary. his main works include sizeable cul-
tural facilities such as the expansion of the Victoria & Albert museum 
in london; the Denver Art museum; the imperial war museum in 
manchester, england; the Jewish museum in berlin, germany; the 
Shoah centre in manchester, england; the concert hall in bremen, 
germany; a university building for the arts and architecture in 
guadalajara, mexico; numerous landscaping and city planning 
projects; as well as designs of exhibitions, stage settings, and instal-
lations. in 2003, libeskind’s proposal – the Freedom tower – was 
chosen for construction at the site of the former world trade centre. 
in June, 2009, he won the concession for the notable civil engineer-
ing project “Archipelago 21” in Seoul. Just recently, work has 
begun on the “kö-bogen” [“kö Arch”] in Düsseldorf, germany, 
another one of his designs. this is arguably the most important civil 
engineering project in Düsseldorf for the coming decades.

zinc and architecture – this combination has spelled success for 
about two centuries. we would like to hear from you about when 
and where you have come into contact with this natural building 
material?

I used zinc on the Jewish Museum Berlin. I was inspired by Friedrich 
Schinkel, who was one of the great architects of Berlin in the 19th 
Century. He said “if you wanted to succeed in architecture in Berlin, 
you should use a lot of zinc!”. So I took his word! Zinc is one of my 
favourite materials and I not only used it in Berlin, but I also used it 
for the Felix Nussbaum Museum in Osnabruck, for the residences in 
Denver and the Libeskind Villa Project in Datteln.

what is about zinc as a material that fascinates you? 

It’s a material which is organic that has a patina that reacts to the 
elements that is truly sustainable. It is a material that ages in a very 
beautiful way, with shadows, with coloration, with lighting, which is 
never just flat or dull, but something that really breathes life into the 
building.

like almost no other material, zinc complies exceptionally well with 
the international sustainability criteria; it is the ecologically sound 
choice. Do you spot a conflict with aesthetics here?

There is no doubt that materials today have to respond to new and 
imperative ecological demands. Zinc, and the new investigations 
which are being used with this material is at the forefront in terms of 
sustainability and ecological concerns. Zinc is perfect together with 
several types of substructure and innovations in roof integrated solar 
and energy saving devices.

what is your personal opinion on using zinc from the purely aes-
thetical point of view?

Right from the beginning, the aesthetic aspect of zinc, its coloration 
and its feel became the contributing factors in the decision to use it. 
Every building has an organic design which evolves in its growth 
into large and impressive spaces. Every building needs fine detail-
ing from the framing of the windows to the walls and floor and every 
corner. The production of zinc and the malleability of the material 
allows it to not only have the extraction which I use in my buildings, 
but through its different technologies, it transmits a very rich palette 
for architectural projects.
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In this design, the most important parts are invisible. 
Because most of the health and fitness centre, which is 
actually quite a voluminous construction, is hidden from 
view. It was mostly built right into the mountain slope. 
Only nine gigantic pinnacles break the serene mountain 
landscape, like sails before the wind – what an exhila-
rating contrast. What could almost be called an architec-
tural understatement required, in fact, the careful pool-
ing of quality construction skills and a comprehensive 
support structure, but most of all it required a brilliant 
idea – contributed by the internationally renowned 
architect Mario Botta.

The Grand Hotel Tschuggen in Arosa, Switzerland, can 
look back on an eventful history. Founded as a sanatori-
um for the treatment of lung diseases in 1883, it was 
turned into a winter sports Grand Hotel in the late 1920s. 
During that time, Arosa evolved from a quiet spa town to 
a glamorous winter sports resort. Radically modern build-
ings designed by famous architects were erected, which 
still dominate the view of the town today. In 1966, a fire 
destroyed the entire Tschuggen Hotel property. It was 
reconstructed and opened again in 1970. In 1980, the 
Kipp family purchased the hotel and completely reno-
vated it in 2004. The last building phase saw the erection 
of the new health and fitness centre.

Those parts of the building protruding from the mountain 
slope are glass-fronted and, at the back, panelled with 
the natural RHEINZINK-“preweatheredpro graphite-grey” 
material. Its timelessly elegant colour avoids garish con-
trasts and, especially during winter, blends in with the 
snowy landscape to form a white and grey colour sym-
phony, broken only by the dark green of the surrounding 
coniferous woodland. Through the large windows, the 
warm interior light streams out into the early mountain 
darkness. The building‘s interior is designed in accord-
ingly bright colours. The architecture also captures the 
natural daylight and reflects it down into the spa area, 
while on the open galleries built into the light sails, guests 
can enjoy the view of the surrounding landscape.

From ideas to ideal solutions
The characteristic light sails have a triangular footprint and 
are arranged on different heights on the slope. In addition 
to the sails‘ different heights of between thirty and fifty feet, 
this makes for four different types of sail. Their masses, forms 
and radii were initially calculated with a 3-D program and 
rendered in different perspectives. Thus, step by step the 
many different ideas and drafts eventually led to the per-
fectly dimensioned light sails. This was followed by the de-
tailed planning stage of the skeleton construction consisting 
of a load-bearing round tube frame with welding spots at 
the nodal points. Onto this skeleton, a square tube frame 
was mounted, which makes the construction sturdier; onto 
this second frame, the façade, roof and other fixtures were 
then mounted. At the roof section of this frame, a wooden 
construction was added, onto which the interior panelling, 
vapour barriers, insulation, shuttering and the RHEINZINK 
cladding was mounted.

EXEMPLARY SUPPORT



A technical and logistical masterpiece
As part of the complex realisation of this project, the steel 
erectors rented an industrial building in the city of St. Gal-
len for the express purpose of installing a giant metal 
cube as a mounting template. This was used to ensure that 
the individual frame parts were set in place accurately to 
the millimetre before joining them. A CNC-controlled 
machine then bent the load-bearing tubes precisely into 
the pre-calculated shapes. The result is a work of preci-
sion engineering with a tolerance of +⁄- 5 millimetres. 
With a height of up to 30 feet and a weight of up to 4 
tons, the frame constructions were too unwieldy to be 
transported whole to Arosa, so they were disassembled, 
processed accordingly and shipped to Fideris. There, they 
were reassembled, individually flown to Arosa by heli-
copter and set down directly onto their foundations.

On top of all these challenges came the fact that, at an 
elevation of 6000 feet, the building season shrinks to a 
few months during summer. As all construction and weath-
er risks lay with the contractor, careful labour and time 
management was of the essence right from the start. Par-
allel to installing the frames, the individual parts for the 
wood and RHEINZINK cladding were pre-produced.  
A total of 19,500 square feet of RHEINZINK-“prewea-
theredpro graphite-grey” were used for the roofing and 
parapets – cut into 780 parts, preshaped and mounted 
in only seven weeks.

The Tschuggen Bergoase is the perfect example to dem-
onstrate that even the most ambitious construction project 
can be realised in spite of geographical, climatic, and 
logistical adversities if all parties involved work hand in 
hand towards a common goal. In the end, it was also 
thanks to the comprehensive RHEINZINK consulting serv-
ices that the Arosa project became the architectonic 
alpine highlight it is.
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Project:
Tschuggen Bergoase by Mario Botta, Arosa, Switzerland

Owner: 
Tschuggen Grand Hotel, Arosa, Switzerland

Planning architect: 
Prof. Arch. Mario Botta, Lugano, Switzerland

Construction architects: 
Fanzun AG, dipl. Architekten + Ingenieure, Chur, Switzerland
REBA Fassadentechnik AG, Chur, Switzerland

RHEINZINK implementation:
Team: Scherrer Metec AG, Zurich, Switzerland
 Renato Egli, St. Gallen, Switzerland
 Ludwig Waidacher, Arosa, Switzerland
Spenglerei Arnold AG, Flüelen, Switzerland

Technical data:
Roof: 200 m², 2 t, RHEINZINK-“preweatheredpro 
graphite-grey”, double standing seam system
Façade: 1600 m², 11 t, RHEINZINK-“preweatheredpro 
graphite-grey”, angled standing seam system

EXEMPLARY SUPPORT



The AFC (Austrian Cultural Forum) in New York is the 
new home to Austrian culture amidst the Big Apple’s 
megalomania, on 52nd street, between Fifth and Madi-
son Avenues. Its outer shell, with its slanted walls and 
the protruding cube, already sets the building apart 
from its neighbours. On turning the corner from Fifth 
Avenue, the building’s strong presence can already be 
sensed. Outwardly, the “Austria House” in New York 
gives the impression of a refreshing waterfall amidst the 
surrounding office high-rises. The façade of this impres-
sive building draws our attention, even though its 
dimensions are quite humble: 26 feet wide, a “mere” 23 
storeys. The building holds its own despite its smaller 
dimensions; it is modest and elegant and embodies 
vision and precision.

Successful cooperation
Responsible for the design was internationally renowned, 
Austrian-born architect Raimund Abraham. The striking 
façade he designed for the building is a fascinating stylis-
tic element, slightly reminiscent of a ski jump that was  
done a little too steep. To make a mark here, amidst the 
breathtaking Manhattan buildings, is difficult at the best of 
times; all the more so if the building‘s width is only about a 
tenth of its height. But it was the façade that made it work 
in Abraham’s design, for one can hardly imagine a better 
way to fill the space between a classic skyscraper and an 
older residential building in this “City of Cities”.

For the metallic surfaces, Abraham chose the natural 
RHEINZINK material. A sustainable material, certified 
to comply with ecological standards and sure to harmo-
nise perfectly with other building materials. The contrasts 
presented by the large RHEINZINK-“preweatheredpro 
blue-grey” surfaces create an appealing visual impres-
sion and make our material perfectly blend in with the 
Forum’s façade.

Extraordinary challenges, extraordinary successes
Despite the fact that the building site’s constraints posed 
considerable challenges, the work was carried out as 
smooth as could be. After a painstaking planning phase, 
the RHEINZINK-Reveal panels were manufactured 
according to specification. This made their subsequent 
mounting onto the façade easy and accurate.

Thanks to the close cooperation between the architect, 
the façade elements’ manufacturer and the expert RHEIN-
ZINK applications engineers, the ambitious project was 
finished on time. This way, the ACF not only became a 
representative emblem of Austria in the USA, but at the 
same time a simple, but elegant reference work of sophis-
ticated zinc architecture.

“ZINCSPIRATION” 
IN THE HEART OF MANHATTAN
AUSTRIA’S CULTURAL FORUM MAKES A MARK IN NEW YORK

Project:
Austrian Cultural Forum (ACF), New York, USA

Owner: 
BIG Bundesimmobilien GmbH, Vienna, Austria

Architect: 
A.R.A. Raimund Abraham, New York, USA

RHEINZINK implementation:
GIG Fassadenbau GmbH, Attnang-Puchheim, Austria

Technical data:
Façade: 2000 m², RHEINZINK-“preweatheredpro  
blue-grey”, reveal panel system
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Sustainability is our watchword in everything we do. The paper employed for this publication is fully compliant with FSC standards, and is manufactured from raw materials 

produced in sustainable forestry. We wish to express our gratitude towards all those who assisted us in realising this project, through discussion or through the presented projects.





RHEINZINK GmbH & Co. KG

Head Office
Postfach 1452
45705 Datteln
Germany

Tel.:  +49 2363 605-0
Fax:  +49 2363 605-209
E-Mail:  info@rheinzink.de

www.rheinzink.com

Do you have a visionary idea and are looking for a sustainable solution? 
Do you have any questions about the RHEINZINK material? Are you looking for a reference object? 
Don‘t hesitate to contact us!
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